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Trade agreements 

Prices and discounts for sales and procurement are deduced from trade agreements. In order for your company to 

design the setup for trade agreements, you must understand trade agreements, and how prices and discounts are 

deduced from them. This document presents information about trade agreements and how to apply them. 

Posting

Select

Line
· Customer
· Item
· Dimensions
· Quantity
· Unit of measure
· Currency
· Date

Smart rounding
· Smart rounding Versions
· Smart rounding rules

Prices and discounts

· Price
· Line discount
· Multiline discount
· Total discount
· Price misc. Charges
· Lead time

Settings

· Line and multiline discount rules
· Date type
· Generic currency
· Exchange rate type
· Apply smart rounding automatically
· Activate combinations

Trade agreement search 
engine

Trade agreements
· Price (purch)
· Line discount (purch)
· Multiline discount (purch)
· Total discount (purch)
· Price (sales)
· Line discount (sales)
· Multiline discount (sales)
· Total discount (sales)

Trade agreement journal
· Price (purch)
· Line discount (purch)
· Multiline discount (purch)
· Total discount (purch)
· Price (sales)
· Line discount (sales)
· Multiline discount (sales)
· Total discount (sales)

Exchange rate type

· Exchange rates

 

Trade agreement combinations 

The search logic is similar for prices and discounts. The following types of discounts are supported: 

● Line discount 

● Multiline discount 

● Total discount 

Trade agreements include price rules and discount rules. Trade agreements can contain information for any of the 

following customer options: 

● A specific customer 

● A group of customers 

● All customers 

Trade agreements can also contain information for any of the following item options: 

● A specific item 

● A group of items 

● All items 

Note that not all combinations of customers and items are valid for all price rules and discount rules. For example, 

multiline discounts can’t be expressed for one specific item. 
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The following table shows how the combinations are prioritized when a price or discount is searched for. The 

combinations are listed in order of decreasing priority. 

Specific customer 

(Account code: Table) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Group of customers 

(Account code: Group) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

All customers 

(Account code: All) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

The combinations are searched in order of priority, and the search stops only if a valid trade agreement is found for 

which the Find next option is cleared. Example 1 demonstrates prioritization and the Find next option. 

Activate combinations 

By configuring the active trade agreements, you can limit the combinations that the trade agreement search engine 

searches. By limiting the combinations, you help improve system performance and also help reduce the risk that 

incorrect price combinations will be used. You do this configuration on the Activate price/discount page (Sales and 

marketing > Setup > Prices and Discounts > Activate price/discount). 
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Prices 

As the following table shows, only trade agreements for specific items can include sales and purchase price rules. 

Specific customer 

(Account code: Table) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of customers 

(Account code: Group 

Account selection: Customer price group) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

All customers 

(Account code: All) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

When a price is requested from, for example, a purchase order line or a sales order line, several values are used to 

search for the price: 

● Customer 

● Item number 

● Dimensions: 

● Tracking dimensions 

● Storage dimensions 

● Product dimensions 

● Quantity 

● Unit of measure 

● Currency 

● Date (depending on the parameter setting in Accounts receivable): 

● Current server date 

● Requested ship date 

● Requested receipt date 

These values are used to verify the validity of the Price trade agreements. Each combination of customers and items 

is searched in order of priority, as described in the Trade agreement combinations section, and the search stops only 

when one of the following events occurs: 

● A valid trade agreement is found for which the Find next option is cleared. 

● All combinations have been searched for valid Price trade agreements. 

In each combination, the trade agreements are searched based on the RecID value. 

If more than one trade agreement is found, the search returns the lowest price. 
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Example 1 

This example uses the trade agreements that are shown in the following illustration. Assume that no other trade 

agreements exist in the system. 

 

First, assume that the first trade agreement has the fields that are shown in the preceding illustration, and that the 

Find next option is cleared. 

● Search for the price of item A0001 and customer US-001. 

a The trade agreements are searched for a valid trade agreement for the specified customer and the specified 

item. 

The search finds the first trade agreement, which is the only valid trade agreement for this combination. 

b The search stops, because the Find next option is cleared. 

c The price equals EUR 10.00. 

Next, assume that the first trade agreement has the fields that are shown in the illustration, and that the Find next 

option is selected. 

● Search for the price of item A0001 and customer US-001. 

a The trade agreements are searched for a valid trade agreement for the specified customer and the specified 

item. 

The search finds the first trade agreement, which is the only valid trade agreement for this combination. The 

lowest price that is found equals EUR 10.00. 

b The search continues, because the Find next option is selected. The search continues for the specified 

customer and the specified item. 

No more valid trade agreements are found for this combination. 

c The search continues for the relevant customer price group and the specified item. 

No valid trade agreements are found for this combination. 

d The search continues for all customers and the specified item. 

The search finds the second trade agreement, which is the only valid trade agreement for this combination. 

The lowest price that is found equals EUR 8.00. 

e The search either stops or continues, depending on whether the Find next option is selected or cleared for 

the second trade agreement. However, in this example, the result is the same in both scenarios, because no 

more trade agreements exist. 

f The price equals EUR 8.00. 
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Example 2 

This example uses the trade agreements that are shown in the following illustration. Assume that no other trade 

agreements exist in the system. 

 

Assume that, for both trade agreements, the Find next option is cleared, and that the first trade agreement has the 

lower RecID value in the PriceDiscTable table. 

● Search for the price of item A0001 and customer US-001. 

a The search finds the first trade agreement, because this trade agreement has the lowest RecID value. 

b The search stops, because the Find next option is cleared. 

c The price equals EUR 10.00. 

Amount currency and price unit 

The price is a calculation of the amount currency and the price unit. The amount currency is the price for the number 

of units that are defined in the price unit. The default price unit is 1.00. Therefore, the amount currency equals the 

price for one unit. If you change the price unit to 100.00, the amount currency is the price for 100 units. 

Lead time 

The lead time is used for trade agreements that are related to purchase prices or sales prices. However, it isn’t used 

for sales when the Delivery date control field is set to ATP or CTP. 

Found valid trade 
agreement?

Use sales lead time 
from the item

No

Use lead time from 
the trade 

agreement

Yes

Use ATP or CTP?

Requested ship date when requesting a sales price

Yes

No
Requested ship date 

fulfil lead time?
Push Requested 

ship date
No

Yes

Start

End End

End

 

If the trade agreement search engine returns a price from a valid trade agreement (that is, a sales price for which the 

Delivery date control field isn’t set to ATP or CTP), Dynamics AX postpones the delivery date (on the purchase 

side), or the requested ship date and requested receipt date (on the sales side), from the current date by using the 

lead time, provided that these dates aren’t already fulfilling the lead time. 

Select the Working days option if only working days should be considered in the lead time. 
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Quantity from and Quantity to 

The values in the Quantity from and Quantity to fields define the range in which the price, line discount, multiline 

discount, or total discount is valid. The fields represent a quantity for prices, line discounts, and multiline discounts, 

and a subtotal amount for total discounts. The Quantity from value is inclusive, and the Quantity to value is 

exclusive. 

The Quantity to field was introduced in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012. Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 and earlier 

versions had only a Quantity field, which is now renamed Quantity from. An upgrade from one of these earlier 

versions retains the Quantity from field and introduces a blank Quantity to field. In this way, the previous 

functionality is retained after the upgrade. 

Trade agreement combinations and Find next in AX 2009 vs. 

AX 2012 and later versions 

The Quantity to field for trade agreements was introduced in AX 2012. Because of this new field, the trade 

agreement behavior has become more logical and intuitive. 

The Find next option is taken into account for trade agreements that deviate from AX 2009 only with regard to the 

quantity. 

Example 

This example uses the trade agreements that are shown in the following illustration. Assume that no other trade 

agreements exist in the system. 

 

In AX 2009, the Find next option for the first trade agreement must be selected in order for the trade agreement 

search engine to look for the price break. 

● When a sales price for 15 pieces of B-R14 is requested, the AX 2009 trade agreement search engine finds the first 

trade agreement first. Because of the price break, the price isn’t the best price for the quantity that is requested, 

so the trade agreement search engine must continue searching. Therefore, the Find next option is selected. The 

search continues, and the trade agreement search engine finds the second trade agreement. It then stops, 

because the Find next option is cleared for this trade agreement. 

● When a sales price for eight pieces of B-R14 is requested, the AX 2009 trade agreement search engine finds the 

first trade agreement first. The search then continues, because the Find next option is selected, and the trade 

agreement search engine finds the second trade agreement. It then stops, because the Find next option is 

cleared. 

In this example, note that AX 2009 evaluates the Find next option for trade agreements that aren’t valid for the 

request. 
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This is no longer the case for AX 2012 and later versions. The following illustration shows that the best price for the 

requested quantity is found more efficiently by setting up trade agreements without Find next option selected: 

 

From date and To date 

The values in the From date and To date fields define the date interval in which the price, line discount, multiline 

discount, or total discount is valid. Both the From date and To date values are inclusive. 

Product, tracking, and storage dimensions on prices and line 

discounts 

Product, tracking, and storage dimensions can be specified for Price trade agreements and Line discount trade 

agreements if the trade agreement is specific to an item (item code: Table). The search for a valid price or line 

discount takes the dimensions into account. Dimensions are searched through in order of priority. 

Active price search dimensions 

The following illustration shows an example of the Product dimension groups setup page. 

 

You can configure the various dimensions in the dimension groups (at Product information management > Setup 

> Dimension and variant groups > Product dimension groups) so that they are included in the search for prices 

and line discounts. The dimensions that are included are referred to as active price search dimensions. 
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Priority for searching through dimensions 

When the trade agreement search engine searches the trade agreements to find a price or line discount when the 

combination includes a specific item (item code: Table), it searches through dimensions in a specific order: 

1 Trade agreements that match the active price search dimensions that are used on the document that is 

requesting the price or line discount 

2 Trade agreements that match the active price search dimensions in the product dimension group that is used on 

the document that is requesting the price or line discount 

3 Trade agreements for which no active price search dimensions are specified 

Example 

This example illustrates a price search. (A search for a line discount is similar.) This example uses the trade 

agreements that are shown in the following illustration. Assume that the Color and Size product dimensions, and the 

Site tracking dimension, are the only active search dimensions for a product. 

 

First, assume that the requesting document specifies only the following Size dimension. 

 

1 The trade agreement search engine tries to find a trade agreement that matches the active price search 

dimensions that are used on the document that is requesting the price. 

The match is the first trade agreement, which is the only trade agreement that specifies only the Size dimension. 

2 The price equals EUR 8.00. 

Next, assume that the requesting document specifies the following Size and Site dimensions. 

 

1 The trade agreement search engine tries to find a trade agreement that matches the active price search 

dimensions that are used on the document that is requesting the price. 

No match is found, because no trade agreement specifies both the Size and Site dimensions. 

2 The trade agreement search engine tries to find a trade agreement that matches the active price search 

dimensions in the product dimension group that is used on the document that is requesting the price. 

The match is the first trade agreement, which is the only trade agreement that specifies only the Size dimension. 

3 The price equals EUR 8.00. 
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Next, assume that the requesting document specifies the following Size, Color, and Site dimensions. 

 

1 The trade agreement search engine tries to find a trade agreement that matches the active price search 

dimensions that are used on the document that is requesting the price. 

The match is the third trade agreement, which is the only trade agreement that specifies the Size, Color, and Site 

dimensions. 

2 The search stops. 

3 The price equals EUR 12.00. 

Finally, assume that the requesting document specifies the following Size, Color, and Site dimensions. 

 

1 The trade agreement search engine tries to find a trade agreement that matches the active price search 

dimensions that are used on the document that is requesting the price. 

No match is found, because no trade agreement specifies the Size, Color, and Site dimensions. 

2 The trade agreement search engine tries to find a trade agreement that matches the active price search 

dimensions in the product dimension group that is used on the document that is requesting the price. 

The match is the second trade agreement, which is the only trade agreement that specifies only the Size and 

Color dimensions. 

3 The price equals EUR 10.00. 

Generic currency 

Trade agreements can include price rules for specific currencies. Alternatively, the price rules can be specified for a 

generic currency and then converted to the relevant currency in real time when the price is requested. (A setup 

parameter specifies the currency that is used as the generic currency.) The currency conversion uses an exchange 

rate that has a dedicated exchange rate type (which is parameter controlled). 

A Price (sales) trade agreement for which the Include generic currency option is selected is converted into the 

relevant currency and validated just like any other Price (sales) trade agreement that was originally specified in the 

relevant currency. 
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Smart rounding 

The Apply smart rounding after currency conversion parameter enables smart rounding to be applied before the 

price is returned, if the price has been found by using the generic currency. This parameter can be found at the 

Prices link on the Accounts receivable parameters page (Accounts receivable > Setup > Account receivable 

parameters). 

 

You can set up smart rounding at Sales and marketing > Setup > Prices and discounts > Smart rounding. 

Rounding versions 

Smart rounding includes rounding versions and the rules that are included in the rounding versions. Companies use 

various smart rounding rules, depending on their currencies. 

The smallest-denomination coin in a given currency, together with cultural and historical differences, strongly affects 

price endings. In the U.S., the smallest-denomination coin is 1 cent, which explains the dominant retail price endings 

in the U.S., .98 and .99. 

Until 1989, the smallest-denomination coin in Denmark was 5 øre (currently, it’s 50 øre), which explains the dominant 

retail price ending in Denmark, .95. 
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Because of these varying smallest-denomination coins, different smart rounding versions (that is, sets of smart 

rounding rules) are required for different currencies. When a sales price in the generic currency is converted, the 

referenced smart rounding version for foreign currencies defines the rules for the price ending. 

 

The Smart rounding setup page can be found at Accounts receivable > Setup > Prices and discounts. 

Unit price from and Unit price to 

The Unit price from and Unit price to fields indicate the price range for which the smart rounding rule is valid. The 

Unit price from value must always be smaller than the Unit price to value, and there must be no overlap between 

ranges. 

The Unit price from value is inclusive, and the Unit price to value is exclusive. 

Syntax 

A number sign (#) is used as the variable part of the result after smart rounding is done. The result is the number that 

has the specified syntax, and that is closest to the input. The decimal separator that Dynamics AX uses depends on 

the client setup. 

The # is placed in the same way in the Syntax, Lower limit, and Upper limit fields. 

Common rounding (symmetric arithmetic rounding) 

Consider the following common rounding rules, where rounding is to the nearest integer: 

● If A ≤ X < A + 0.5, then Round(X) = A 

● If A + 0.5 ≤ X ≤ A + 1, then Round(X) = A + 1 
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This example can be represented graphically as follows. 

 

● If the value is less than A + 0.5, it should be rounded to the nearest lower limit. 

● If the value is greater than or equal to A + 0.5, it should be rounded to the nearest upper limit. 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

# #.5 #.5 

● The Syntax value indicates that the result should be an integer. 

● The Lower limit value indicates that numbers where the digit after the decimal separator is less than 5 should be 

rounded to the previous number that has the specified syntax. 

● The Upper limit value indicate that numbers where the digit after the decimal separator is greater than or equal 

to 5 should be rounded to the next number that has the specified syntax. 

Shift axis 

Assume that, instead of rounding to the nearest integer, you want to round to #.95. You can do this by using the 

following rounding rules: 

● If A – 0.05 ≤ X < A + 0.45, then Round(X) = A – 0.05 

● If A + 0.45 ≤ X ≤ A + 0.95, then Round(X) = A + 0.95 

This example can be represented graphically as follows. 

 

● If the value is less than A+ 0.45, it should be rounded to the nearest lower limit (A – 0.05). 

● If the value is greater than or equal to A + 0.45, it should be rounded to the nearest upper limit (A + 0.95). 

Therefore, the value is rounded to the nearest number that has the syntax #.95. 

This example is scalable and can therefore be extended to any other syntax. 
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Non-symmetric rounding 

There are several situations where non-symmetric rounding is required. Here are some examples: 

● Only round up, and use an extended interval. 

 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#.99  #.B 

This example is scalable and can therefore be extended to any other syntax. 

● Don’t round in the interval between the lower limit and the upper limit. 

 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#.87 #.B #.C 

This example is scalable and can therefore be extended to any other syntax. 

Examples from the Smart rounding page 

The following examples are based on the screen shot of the Smart rounding page that was shown in the Rounding 

versions section. 

Example 1 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#.95  #.7 
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Example 2 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#.95  #.951 

 

Example 3 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#9.95 #4 #4 

 

Example 4 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#99 #10 #60 

 

Example 5 

Syntax Lower limit Upper limit 

#99 #50 #50 
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Assume that you have a six-digit number that uses a comma as the decimal separator, in the following format: 

ABCD,EF 

According to the rounding rule, this number should be rounded to the syntax #,GH. Therefore, remove the digits that 

correspond to # (in this case, ABCD), and then compare the remainder (EF) to the Upper limit and Lower limit 

values. Depending on the result of the comparison, ABCD,EF is rounded to either ABCD,GH + 1 or ABCD,GH – 1. 

Lower limit 

Assume that you have a four-digit number in the following format: ABCD 

According to the rounding rule, this number should be rounded to #XX, and it should be rounded down only if it’s 

less than #EF. Therefore, remove the digits that correspond to # (in this case, AB), and then compare the remainder 

(CD) to the Lower limit value (EF). 

● If EF < XX, round down if CD < EF or XX < CD. 

● If XX < EF, round down if XX < CD < EF. 

 

If Dynamics AX can determine that the input number should be rounded down, it should not try to determine 

whether the input number should be rounded up: the answer is a given. Otherwise, Dynamics AX should try to 

determine whether the input number should be rounded up. 

Upper limit 

Assume that you have a four-digit number in the following format: ABCD 

According to the rounding rule, this number should be rounded to #XX, and it should be rounded up only if it’s 

greater than #GH. Therefore, remove the digits that correspond to # (in this case, AB), and then compare the 

remainder (CD) to the Upper limit value (GH). 

● If GH < XX, round up if GH ≤ CD < XX. 

● If XX < GH, round up if CD < XX or GH ≤ CD. 

 

This example can be extended to include more digits and more parts. 
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The Lower limit value is exclusive, and the Upper limit value is inclusive. 

Dynamics AX doesn’t round to the lower limit if the Lower limit field is blank. Likewise, Dynamics AX doesn’t round 

to the upper limit if the Upper limit field is blank. 

Dynamics AX doesn’t allow an overlap in intervals, but it does allow gaps. 

● If you try to enter a value in the Unit price from field that would create an overlap, Dynamics AX inserts the 

largest possible number that doesn’t create an overlap. 

● If you try to enter a value in the Unit price to field that would create an overlap, Dynamics AX inserts the smallest 

possible number that doesn’t create an overlap. 

Dynamics AX doesn’t allow a number sign (#) to be used as a replacement for different digits in the Syntax, Lower 

limit, or Upper limit field within the same rule. 

Dynamics AX doesn’t allow the following conditions for field values: 

● Lower limit < Syntax < Upper limit 

● Lower limit = Syntax 

● Syntax = Upper limit 

● Lower limit > Upper limit 

Before the rule can be saved, Dynamics AX requires that the following fields be filled in: 

● Unit price from or Unit price to, or both 

● Syntax 

● Lower limit or Upper limit, or both 

Price example before rounding and Price example after rounding 

In the Price example before rounding field, Dynamics AX inserts a random number that falls in the interval between 

the Unit price from value and the Unit price to value. This number is rounded according to the rule, and the result 

is displayed in the Price example after rounding field. By overwriting the random number, you can use these two 

fields as a simulation. 

Populate default rules 

When you click the Populate default rules button on the Smart rounding page (see the screen shot in the 

Rounding versions section), the rules are entered in the grid automatically. If the grid already contains rules, a 

message asks whether you want to remove the existing rules. 

To modify existing smart rounding rules, follow these steps to avoid a transition period during which incorrect 

rounding rules, or no rounding rules, are applied. 

1 Create a new group. 

2 Enter all the rules. 

3 Apply the currencies when the changes are activated. 
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Rounding version members 

The relationship between a rounding version (see the Rounding versions section) and the currencies is defined on 

the Rounding version members FastTab. 

Line discount 

As the following table shows, trade agreements for all combinations of customers and items can include sales line 

discount rules (equivalent for vendors and purchase line discount rules). 

Specific customer 

(Account code: Table) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group 

Item relation: Item line discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Group of customers 

(Account code: Group 

Account selection: Customer line discount group) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group 

Item relation: Item line discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

All customer 

(Account code: All) 

Specific item (Item code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group 

Item relation: Item line discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Several values are used to search for a line discount: 

● Customer 

● Item number 

● Dimensions: 

● Tracking dimensions 

● Storage dimensions 

● Product dimensions 

● Quantity 

● Unit of measure 

● Currency 

● Date (depending on the parameter setting in Accounts receivable): 

● Current server date 

● Requested ship date 

● Requested receipt date 
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These values are used to verify the validity of the Line discount (sales) trade agreements. Each combination of 

customers and items is searched in order of priority, and the search stops only when one of the following events 

occurs: 

● A valid trade agreement is found for which the Find next option is cleared. 

● All combinations have been searched for valid Line discount trade agreements. 

If more than one trade agreement is found, the search returns the following information: 

● The sum of valid discounts 

● The sum of valid discount percentages 

Discount percentage 1 and Discount percentage 2 

The line discount, multiline discount, and total discount from one trade agreement are calculated based on Discount 

percentage 1 (DP1) and Discount percentage 2 (DP2). Discount percentage 2 is applied after Discount percentage 1, 

so that the discount that is applied is calculated as follows: DP1 + DP2 – D1 × D2 

Multiline discount 

As the following table shows, trade agreements for all combinations of customers and items, except specific items, 

can include sales multiline discount rules (equivalent for vendors and purchase multiline discount rules). 

Specific customer 

(Account code: Table) 

Group of items (Item code: Group 

Item relation: Item multiline discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Group of customers 

(Account code: Group 

Account selection: Customer multiline discount 

group) 

Group of items (Item code: Group 

Item relation: Item multiline discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

All customer 

(Account code: All) 

Group of items (Item code: Group 

Item relation: Item multiline discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Several values are used to search for a multiline discount: 

● Customer 

● Item multiline discount group 

● Accumulated quantity 

● Unit of measure 

● Currency 
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● Date (depending on the parameter setting in Accounts receivable): 

● Current server date 

● Requested ship date 

● Requested receipt date 

The accumulated quantity is the sum of quantities over all the lines for each item multiline discount group that is 

represented, and the sum of quantities over all the lines that have items that aren’t attached to a multiline discount 

group. 

Example 

Item A and item B both belong to item multiline discount group A, and item C doesn’t belong to an item multiline 

discount group. A sales order includes the following lines: 

● pcs item A 

● pcs item B 

● pcs item C 

In this case, the search for a multiline discount uses the following values for accumulated quantity: 

● Multiline discount group A: 3 + 4 = 7 

● No multiline discount group: 2 

These values are used to verify the validity of the Multiline discount (sales) trade agreements. Each combination of 

customers and items is searched in order of priority, and the search stops only when one of the following events 

occurs: 

● A valid trade agreement is found for which the Find next option is cleared. 

● All combinations have been searched for valid Multiline discount (sales) trade agreements. 

Note that only the Multiline discount (sales) trade agreements that are specified for item code All can be valid for 

lines that have an item that isn’t attached to a multiline discount group. 

If more than one trade agreement is found, the search returns the following information for each line: 

● The sum of valid discounts 

● The sum of valid discount percentages 
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Line discount and multiline discount combined 

The Discount parameter in Accounts receivable defines how the line discount and multiline discount are combined 

into the actual discount on a line. 

 

This parameter can be found at the Prices link on the Accounts receivable parameters page (Accounts receivable 

> Setup > Accounts receivable parameters). 

Total discount 

As the following table shows, only trade agreements for all items (that is, all items that are enabled for total 

discounts) can include total discounts. 

Specific customer 

(Account code: Table) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Group of customers 

(Account code: Group 

Account selection: Customer total discount group) 

All items (Item code: All) 

All customer 

(Account code: All) 

All items (Item code: All) 

Several values are used to search for a total discount: 

● Customer 

● Order balance 

● Currency 
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● Date (depending on the parameter setting in Accounts receivable): 

● Current server date 

● Requested ship date 

● Requested receipt date 

These values are used to verify the validity of the Total discount trade agreements. The account codes are searched 

in order of priority, and the search stops only when one of the following events occurs: 

● A valid trade agreement is found for which the Find next option is cleared. 

● All combinations have been searched for valid Total discount trade agreements. 

If more than one trade agreement is found, the search returns the following information for the entire order: 

● The sum of discounts 

● The sum of discount percentages 

Glossary of terms 

Term Definition 

Exchange rate type A classification that groups exchange rates. 

Generic currency The currency that is used to define the base price list from which price lists in 

other currencies can be calculated. 

Line discount The discount that is given per order line. Line discounts are deduced from trade 

agreements of the line discount relation. These trade agreements are specified 

for a specific product or set of products. 

Multiline discount The discount that is given for an accumulated quantity over all order lines. 

Multiline discounts are deduced from trade agreements of the multiline discount 

relation. These trade agreements are specified for a set of products. 

Rounding rules Smart rounding rules that are used to ensure that business decisions about price 

endings support psychological pricing. 

Rounding version A classification that groups rounding rules. 

Rounding version member The relationship between a currency and the specific rounding version that 

applies. 

Smart rounding The intelligent rounding of prices to defined price endings that support 

psychological pricing. 

Table/Group/All A granularity concept. Table is used to define a specific entity, Group is used to 

define a group of entities, and All is used to define all entities. 
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Term Definition 

Total discount The discount that is given for an accumulated order amount for participating 

products. Total discounts are deduced from trade agreements of the total 

discount relation. These trade agreements are specified for all products that are 

defined to participate in total discounts. 

Trade agreement Rules that are used to deduce prices and discounts. 

Trade agreement combination The level of granularity for a trade agreement with respect to a product and a 

customer or vendor (depending on whether the trade agreement is for a sale or 

a purchase, respectively). The entire set of trade agreement combinations is the 

combination of Table, Group, or All for products, and Table, Group, or All for 

customers or vendors (depending whether the trade agreement is for a sale or a 

purchase, respectively). 

Trade agreement search engine The execution of defined logic in Dynamics AX that deduces prices and discounts 

from trade agreements. 
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